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The Best Methods Used By Drivers To Protect Their Cars From Being Stolen

Compare-autoinsurance.org (https://compare-autoinsurance.org/) announces a new blog post,
“How Can Drivers Protect Their Cars from Thieves”

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) August 19, 2021 -- Compare-autoinsurance.org has launched a new blog post that
presents several tips that can help drivers to prevent car theft.

For more info and free car insurance quotes online, visit https://compare-autoinsurance.org/how-can-drivers-
protect-their-cars-from-thieves/

For many drivers, the car is not only the vehicle that they use daily to commute to work but also one of the most
valuable possession. Having the car stolen is the last thing drivers want to deal with. Unfortunately, vehicle
theft is on the rise. According to the FBI, almost 722.000 vehicles got stolen in 2019. For 2020, the National
Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) estimated a 9.2% increase in the number of stolen vehicles. On average, the
dollar loss associated with each car theft was close to $9,000.

To prevent car theft, drivers should follow the next tips:

• Lock the doors and close the windows of the car. Locking each car door and closing the windows is one
of the simplest ways to thwart thieves. Usually, car thieves go from car to car, trying to see if the door will
open. Before leaving the car, drivers should make sure they've rolled up all windows of their vehicle. Car
thieves only need a fraction of an inch to be able to reach in with an object and unlock the door of a car.

• Don’t leave spare keys inside the vehicle. Although leaving a spare key inside the vehicle may seem like
a convenient option, drivers are encouraged to not do this thing. Usually, car owners keep a spare key in the
glove box. Car thieves know this and will definitely search for them during a break-in. Other drivers hide a
spare key under their cars. However, car thieves also know about this tactic and car owners should avoid it.

• Don’t leave valuable items inside the vehicle. Money, expensive gadgets, smartphones, tools, and others
can attract the attention of thieves. Leaving expensive items in the vehicle only gives car thieves an incentive to
break in and eventually to steal the car itself. If drivers need to stash something expensive in their cars, they
should keep the items in the trunk or cover them with a blanket.

• Install a good alarm system. Car alarm systems work in different ways. They can deter thieves in
different ways. Immobilizers can prevent thieves from driving away. Some sensors can alert the owners when
their car has been struck or moved. Flashing lights will illuminate the thief during the night. Finally, there are
alarms that emit a loud sound that attracts the attention of nearby people. There are various car systems to
choose from. Advanced systems come equipped with hand features such as 2-way communication, passive
arming, or smartphone compatibility.

• Don’t leave the car running. An idling car with unlocked doors is the perfect target for motor vehicle
theft. It only takes a moment for someone to come by and steal a vehicle. Even if they have to run out for a
quick errand, drivers should always turn their cars off and lock the doors.

• Park the car in safe spaces. When choosing a parking space, drivers should look for a space that is safe.
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Well-lit spaces under streetlights can deter thieves from stealing a vehicle. Parking the car in a crowded place is
also a good idea. Thieves are unlikely to steal a car in plain sight and will look for cars that are on quiet streets.
The best option is to park the car in a parking garage. Thanks to the security cameras and to the existence of
only one or two exits, it is almost impossible for thieves to steal a car.

• Install a steering wheel lock. Steering wheel locks are affordable, easy to use, and, above all, effective.
Thieves will avoid stealing vehicles that have a steering wheel lock.

• Etch the VIN in the windows. By doing so, selling the vehicle becomes much more difficult, as the thief
would have to replace the windows before selling it.

• Install a home security system. Drivers who park their vehicles outside their homes at night can install a
security camera and a motion-activated light. The light will turn on when someone comes close, leaving them
exposed to the camera that can help in identifying the culprit of car theft.

• Get a GPS tracker. A GPS tracker can help drivers recover their vehicles after they got stolen. Local law
enforcement can use the data sent by the tracker to locate the stolen vehicle.

For additional info, money-saving tips, and free car insurance quotes, visit https://compare-autoinsurance.org/

Compare-autoinsurance.org is an online provider of life, home, health, and auto insurance quotes. This website
is unique because it does not simply stick to one kind of insurance provider, but brings the clients the best deals
from many different online insurance carriers. In this way, clients have access to offers from multiple carriers
all in one place: this website. On this site, customers have access to quotes for insurance plans from various
agencies, such as local or nationwide agencies, brand names insurance companies, etc.
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Contact Information
Daniel C
Internet Marketing Company
http://https://compare-autoinsurance.org/
8183593898

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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